Polscy doktoranci z poza Poznania (w pierwszej kolejności z SSDNM, ale także inni) mogą otrzymać wsparcie finansowe (na koszty podróży i zakwaterowania) – w tym celu należy wysłać prośbę wraz z rzetelnym szacunkiem kosztów do p. E. Skrzypczak (epskrzyp@amu.edu.pl) do 1 lipca 2011.
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Opis wykładu:

Introduction
"Once upon a time, in a distant kingdom ...": Temporal and spatial information is ubiquitous in texts and discourse. In the standard introduction to fairy tales, it helps build a fantastic world, out of connection with the here and now; more frequently, it provides a backbone upon which the reader / listener can elaborate his understanding of the time structure and spatial locations involved.

Contents of the course
This crash course is an introduction to the domain of the extraction, representation and processing of temporal and spatial information in natural language, and to the formalisms and tools for using this information for specific purposes such as knowledge base querying, question answering and information mining.
We will deal with the following topics:

**Time and space in natural language:**
- tense, aspect, temporal adverbials;
- calendars, recurring and periodical events;
- temporal named entities;
- spatial prepositions
- spatial named entities
- verbs of motion.

**Theoretical frameworks for time and space:**
- modes of process, Aktionsart (Reichenbach, Vendler)
- models of time (Ter Meulen, Mourelatos, Gosselin)
- processing time in the DRT (Discourse Representation Theory)

**Annotating texts for time and space**
- TimeML
- spatial annotation

**Representing qualitative temporal and spatial information**
- qualitative calculi
- Allen's calculus, generalized intervals
- topological, directional, orientation calculi
- reasoning: consistency, preferences

**Using software tools for temporal and spatial reasoning**
- software tools: QAT, SparQ, GQR
- specifying and using calculi

**Alternative approaches to temporal and spatial representation and reasoning**
- hybrid reasoning
- fuzzy temporal / spatial reasoning

**Organization of the course**
- A general overview of the course will be given as an invited talk at the 5th Language & Technology Conference in Poznan;

- The main component of the course is organized as a 4 1/2-day course:
  – Monday to Thursday:
    9:00 – 11:15 morning session
    13:00 – 14:30 afternoon session
    in each session, the methods described in the lectures will be illustrated using open source software tools;
  – Friday morning:
    9:00 -10:30 wrapping-up session and conclusions

**Evaluation**
– Individual evaluation may be provided based on project assignments.